Background-Eye tracking is an important component of many human and non-human primate behavioral experiments. As behavioral paradigms have become more complex, including unconstrained viewing of natural images, eye movements measured in these paradigms have become more variable and complex as well. Accordingly, the common practice of using acceleration, dispersion, or velocity thresholds to segment viewing behavior into periods of fixations and saccades may be insufficient.
Introduction
Rigorous analysis of eye movements dates back to the seminal work of Alfred Yarbus (Yarbus, 1967) . Today, eye tracking is used to determine the location of visual attention (Duchowski, 2002; McAlonan et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2011) , measure memory (Smith et al., 2006; Smith and Squire, 2008; Hannula and Ranganath, 2009; Jutras et al., 2009; Richmond and Nelson, 2009; Hannula et al., 2010; Jutras and Buffalo, 2010; Hannula et al., 2012; Killian et al., 2012) , detect cognitive impairments (Crutcher MD, 2009; Lagun et al., 2011; Zola et al., 2013) , and evaluate visual search strategies (Najemnik and Geisler, 2005; Dewhurst R, 2012) . The development of non-invasive infrared eye-tracking technologies has further enhanced the value and feasibility of collecting viewing behavior across a large range of experimental tasks.
Commonly, viewing behavior, represented as a scan path, is parsed into periods of fixations and saccades using a variety of algorithms. The most widely used algorithms employ velocity and/or acceleration thresholds to detect the occurrences of saccades because the velocity and acceleration of the eye are much greater during a saccade than during a fixation (Otero-Millan et al., 2008; Nystrom and Holmqvist, 2010; Kimmel et al., 2012) . Thresholdbased algorithms have the benefit of being intuitive, quick, and easy to implement. Other popular algorithms use density or dispersion and areas of interest (Tatler BW, 2005; Ito et al., 2011) . Variants and combinations of these algorithms include mechanisms to correct for errors in eye tracking such as blinks and other temporary losses of signal (Wass et al., 2013) .
Despite a significant increase in the use of eye movements in neuroscience, there have been very few advances in the algorithms used to detect fixations and saccades (Salvucci and Goldberg, 2000) . We could only find a few instances of algorithms that deviated significantly from the most widely used algorithms. Unfortunately, many of these alternative algorithms still employ a velocity threshold to detect potential saccades, followed by additional techniques including principal component analysis to distinguish between smooth pursuit, saccades, and noise (Berg et al., 2009; Liston et al., 2012) . One exception is (Urruty et al., 2007) which used dispersion and projection clustering into arbitrary subspace to detect fixations. To the best of our knowledge, these algorithms have not been adopted in subsequent studies.
Algorithms employing velocity and acceleration thresholds for saccade detection may be sufficient for simple tasks in which subjects make predictable saccades towards a stationary target; however, more complex oculomotor tasks such as unconstrained viewing of natural scenes or dynamic stimuli may produce more variable eye movements (Andrews and Coppola, 1999; Hayhoe and Ballard, 2005; Berg et al., 2009; Rayner, 2009) . A major source of this variability arises from the variability in saccade amplitude which is strongly correlated with the peak velocity of the saccade (Otero-Millan et al., 2008; Martinez-Conde et al., 2009; Martinez-Conde et al., 2013) . Velocity thresholds may not accurately parse highly variable scan paths into periods of fixations and saccades since saccade amplitudes and thus their peak velocity are not constrained in free viewing. Further, many algorithms employ arbitrary thresholds based on qualitative human observations which can vary across research laboratories and even from one experiment to the next within a laboratory. Finally, computed viewing behavior statistics including saccade rate, fixation duration, saccade duration, and saccade amplitude vary not only according to experimental variables but also by the method used to calculate them (Duchowski, 2007; Shic et al., 2008; Nystrom and Holmqvist, 2010) . Therefore, there exists a need for a more accurate, sensitive, nonarbitrary, and completely automated saccade detection algorithm. Such an algorithm could constitute a "gold standard" for detecting fixations and saccades from scan paths so that viewing behavior could be accurately compared across experiments, laboratories, and algorithms.
Here we present a novel algorithm, called Cluster Fix, which applies k-means cluster analysis to parse scan paths into fixations and saccades. There are several clear qualitative differences between fixations and saccades-saccades are temporally short with a high velocity whereas fixations are longer in duration with a slower velocity. These qualitative differences translate into quantitative differences and the occupation of different regions in state space. Cluster Fix makes no assumptions about the arrangement of scan paths in state space, requires no human inputs, and includes only duration thresholds as free parameters.
Methods

Eye Tracking
Scan paths were obtained at 200 Hz using an infrared eye tracker (ISCAN) from rhesus macaques freely viewing 288 images of natural scenes. Eye tacking data were collected from 4 adult male macaques seated head-fixed in a dimly illuminated room 60 cm away from a 19" CRT monitor with a refresh rate of 120 Hz. Images of natural scenes were 600 by 800 pixels large and subtended 25 by 33 degrees of visual angle (dva). Experimental control software (CORTEX http://dally.nimh.nih.gov/) displayed images for 10 seconds each. Initial calibration of the infrared eye tracking system consisted of a 9 point calibration task. Drift was tracked throughout the experiment by presenting additional calibration trials between image viewing trials. We excluded from further analysis any eye tracking data more than 50 pixels (2 dva) outside of the image. Blinks were rarely observed in our data so we did not make any corrections other than the exclusion of data outside of the image. Standard blink correction techniques should work with Cluster Fix if scan paths are evaluated in a piece-wise manner ignoring blinks and as long as at least one fixation is present in each evaluated portion of the scan path ( Supplementary Figure 1) . All experiments were carried out in accordance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and Emory Institutional Review Board.
Cluster Fix Algorithm
The Cluster Fix algorithm was written in MATLAB and is available as supplemental material. Table 1 contains the procedural outline detailing the major processes achieved by the algorithm. To avoid filtering artifacts, eye traces were buffered prior to filtering, filtered, and then the buffers were removed. First, horizontal and vertical eye traces from the viewing of each image were individually pre-processed using a polyphase implementation (MATLAB function RESAMPLE) to up-sample the data from 200 Hz to 1000 Hz and then filtered using a 60 th order low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz. These preprocessing steps were used to remove noise from the scan path while retaining prominent features of saccades. These pre-processing steps followed the method used previously in our laboratory to remove noise for saccade detection with a velocity threshold. However, these pre-processing steps could be replaced by any pre-processing steps that sufficiently increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
Next, the absolute value of 4 state space parameters-distance, velocity, acceleration, and angular velocity-were calculated for every time point. Velocity and acceleration were computed as the first and second derivative of position, respectively. Distance was measured as the Euclidian distance between the position of the scan path at a time point to the position of the scan path two time points later. Angular velocity was calculated as the difference in the angle of scan path from one time point to the next. Angular velocity was subtracted from 360 degrees so that lower values were associated with fixations. For each state space parameter, any values greater than 3 standard deviations above the mean were set to 3 standard deviations above the mean, and all values were then normalized from 0 to 1. Cluster Fix globally clustered every time point in state space into k number of clusters. We determined the appropriate number of clusters using the average silhouette width (MATLAB function SILHOUETTE). The silhouette width measures the average ratio of inter-and intra-cluster distances to determine the appropriate number of clusters. Higher ratio values indicate that points within clusters were closer to each other than points outside of their respective clusters. We chose the number of possible clusters to be from 2 to 5 clusters because in a typical scan path there is at least 1 fixation and 1 saccade, and in the most complex scan path we can divide fixations into 2 separate clusters and saccades into 3 separate clusters. Fixations can be subdivided into 2 clusters: one with low angular velocity and one with high angular velocity. Saccades can be subdivided into 3 clusters: low velocity but high acceleration, low acceleration but high velocity, and high velocity and high acceleration.
To reduce the number of computations, SILHOUETTE was used iteratively on 10% of the time points to determine the k, between 2 and 5, that produced the highest ratio or within 90% of the highest ratio. We found no difference between using only 10% of the time points or all the time points except a reduction in the number of computations. In the case where the ratio was high for several k, the largest k was used. Once the appropriate number of clusters was identified, clusters were determined using k-means cluster analysis on all the time points ( Figure 1A-B ). Five replicates were performed for determining the appropriate number of clusters and for clustering of all the time points. The cluster with the lowest sum of the mean velocity and acceleration was classified as a cluster consisting of fixation time points. Because fixations were often divided into 2 clusters, one with high angular velocity and one with low angular velocity angular velocity, additional fixation clusters were determined by finding clusters whose mean velocity and acceleration were within 3 standard deviations of the mean of the first fixation cluster. All other clusters were classified as saccade clusters ( Figure 1C -D). Fixation periods shorter than 25 ms in duration were also reclassified as saccades.
To increase the sensitivity of the algorithm to smaller amplitude saccades, the algorithm reevaluated each fixation locally using the same method applied in global clustering ( Figure  2 ). The concept of local re-clustering is to analyze data at the appropriate scale (i.e. in between 2 "large" saccades detected by global clustering) to remove the over shadowing effects of the larger variability in the whole or global data. In local re-clustering, time points 50 ms (approximately the average saccade duration) prior to and following a detected fixation were re-clustered with the detected fixation. SILHOUETTE was used iteratively on 20% of the time points to determine the k, between 1 and 5. The median of the best k was chosen for the final number of clusters. The additional possibly of only finding 1 optimal cluster was added in case the evaluated portion of the scan path only contained a single fixation and no saccades. For each cluster, the median velocity and median acceleration were identified. Then, the cluster with the lowest sum of these two values was considered to consist of fixation time points. Because the number of time points in each cluster was relatively small, measures of the mean and standard deviation of each cluster were more sensitive to outliers. Therefore, additional fixation clusters were determined by finding clusters whose median velocity and acceleration overlapped with the first fixation cluster in velocity and acceleration state space.
Time points that fell within saccade clusters identified using local re-clustering were classified as saccade time points in the global clusters. Any fixations shorter than 5 ms in duration were also temporarily classified as saccades. This duration criterion should not be considered a free parameter but simply accounted for incorrectly detected fixations that occurred at velocity or acceleration peaks and troughs where acceleration or velocity was near 0, respectively. Next, Cluster Fix flagged saccades less than 10 ms in duration as classification errors and reclassified them as fixations. Then, Cluster Fix flagged fixations that were less than 25 ms in duration as classification errors and reclassified them as saccades. These duration criteria operate independently, but infrequently these criteria were used together when a very short "fixation" (i.e. less than 25 ms) was adjacent to another very short "fixation" to create a fixation with a duration greater than 25 ms. Finally, fixation and saccade time periods were down-sampled to the acquisition frequency of 200 Hz.
Results
Local re-clustering was performed after global clustering because the variability in each state space parameter within a single fixation or saccade was much smaller than the variability across all fixations or saccades. As shown in Figure 3 , previously detected fixations were reevaluated via local re-clustering to ensure that the algorithm was more sensitive to smaller saccades and to increase the specificity for determining the transition time between fixations and saccades. For this representative scan path, global clustering and even liberal thresholds could not distinguish three smaller saccades from the noisy fixation.
Surprisingly, local re-clustering revealed some overlap between saccades and fixations in global state space ( Figure 1E -F). The overlap in state spaces is due to the detection of smaller saccades whose velocity and acceleration profiles were similar to that of a noisy fixation. A reduction in the size of the fixation cluster was also observed due to an increase in specificity of the transition time between fixations and saccades.
Velocity and/or acceleration thresholds appear to often miss smaller saccades that are similar to noisy fixations. While it is problematic to compare methods for detecting fixations because every method will produce different results and no gold standard currently exists, it is possible to demonstrate the utility of this novel method by showing that arbitrary thresholds in velocity and acceleration state space cannot achieve the same sensitivity as Cluster Fix. On the same set of scan paths, we implemented a basic velocity and acceleration threshold algorithm which detected saccades above various velocity thresholds with the additional constraint that each saccade had to contain a maximum acceleration above a specific threshold. The same pre-processing of scan paths for Cluster Fix was performed prior to the implementation of each threshold algorithm. Additionally, the threshold algorithms included a local re-classification in which fixation time points juxtaposed to saccades with an acceleration greater than the acceleration threshold became reclassified as saccade time points. Finally the threshold algorithm applied a saccade and a fixation duration threshold of 10 ms and 25 ms, respectively. As seen in Table 2 the values selected for the thresholds included both arbitrary thresholds and thresholds dependent on the variability of the scan path (i.e. mean + std). Importantly, the choice of thresholds dramatically altered the computed behavioral statistics. Compared to Cluster Fix, the threshold algorithms appeared to omit smaller amplitude saccades as indicated by larger average saccade arc length and increased distances between fixations. Because threshold algorithms omitted potential small amplitude saccades, the number of detected fixations and saccades decreased.
Visual inspection of velocity profiles and the arrangement of scan paths in state space also revealed that velocity and acceleration thresholds often omitted potential smaller saccades and classified them as fixations (Figure 4 ). The omission of potential smaller saccades occurred either when the velocity during a saccade did not reach the threshold or when the saccade's velocity did not exceed the threshold for a sufficient duration. Further, thresholds appeared to be insufficient for precisely identifying the onset and offset of saccades. This is particularly evident when visualized in 2D state space ( Figure 4C ). There exist an infinite number of combinations of thresholds, but no combination of these types of thresholds could identify saccades and fixations that overlap in state space. From the 2D state space plot, we observed that an optimal velocity and acceleration threshold would be a nonlinear function of both velocity and acceleration instead of singular threshold values.
A key advantage of Cluster Fix was that the algorithm impartially identified saccade start and end times based on the 4 state space parameters. Similar to the threshold algorithm that we implemented, additional computation could be added to threshold-based algorithms, such as determining when the saccade reaches a minimum velocity or acceleration. However, this may require additional arbitrary thresholds.
Visual inspection of the scan paths supported the same conclusions as above in which it appeared that Cluster Fix correctly identified saccades of various amplitudes not identified by the threshold-based algorithms ( Figure 5) . Various thresholds omitted different probable saccades ( Figure 5 : purple circles), and several of the probable smaller saccades were consistently omitted across different thresholds ( Figure 5 : orange circles); however, none of the algorithms appeared to misclassify fixations. Visual inspection across multiple scan paths from the same monkey and scan paths from different monkeys indicated that while some thresholds may appear to be sufficient for one scan path, that same threshold may not be sufficient for another scan path or subject ( Supplementary Figure 2) .
In addition to the velocity and acceleration threshold-based algorithms, we implemented two common dispersion-based algorithms: a simple dispersion threshold algorithm and a minimum spanning tree algorithm (MATLAB code from (Komogortsev et al., 2010; Komogortsev and Karpov, 2013) ). In the dispersion threshold algorithm, we used a window of 25 ms comparable to the minimum expected fixation duration. In the minimum spanning tree algorithm we used a 100 ms window comparable to the longest expected saccade duration. Unlike the dispersion threshold algorithm, the minimum spanning tree algorithm required fixation (25 ms) and saccade duration (10 ms) thresholds to accurately analyze scan paths. Similar to the velocity and acceleration threshold algorithms, the threshold values drastically altered computed behavioral statistics (Table 2 ) and the accuracy of these algorithms ( Supplementary Figure 3) . In general, dispersion-based algorithms had difficulty detecting the onset and offset of saccades. As indicated by the behavioral statistics in Table  2 , the dispersion-based algorithms also detected a larger number of fixations and saccades. Visual inspection of the scan paths revealed that the lower dispersion threshold values caused the algorithms to detect noisy portions of fixations as saccades inappropriately dividing fixations into multiple "fixations" with shorter durations.
The k-means clustering algorithm employed by Cluster Fix is an optimization algorithm attempting to find a global minimum in the distances between points in a cluster and the clusters' centroids. The k-means algorithm initiates randomly and then iteratively computes clusters. Replications of this iterative process are used to increase the chance of finding the best clusters. Because this process is random and an optimal solution is not guaranteed to be found, the results produced by Cluster Fix may have some inconsistencies across multiple applications to the same scan path. We have developed a bootstrapping method to determine the consistency of the results produced by Cluster Fix (Supplementary Figure 4) . We found that Cluster Fix consistently detects saccades with amplitudes greater than 1.5 dva.
However, saccades with smaller amplitudes were less consistently detected, and the consistency of their detection appeared to be related to the noisiness of the surrounding scan path. Smaller saccades may be detected more consistently with a higher acquisition frequency. Further, approximately 92% of all time points were always classified as a fixation or a saccade across multiple applications, and 97% of time points were consistently classified as a fixation or a saccade across at least 90% of applications.
Lastly, we calculated average parameter values across multiple images for individual monkeys. Although the average parameter values changed substantially for saccades, these values changed less for fixations ( Figure 6 ), which could be useful for real-time fixation detection. The average parameter values for fixations and saccades occupied completely separate regions of state space. In fact, a support vector machine classified which regions of state space belonged to fixations versus saccades with greater than 99% accuracy for each monkey individually (n = 4) trained on as little as 5% of the data.
Discussion
Here, we have described a novel algorithm using cluster analysis to detect periods of fixations and saccades to improve the analysis of highly variable scan paths. Both global and local cluster analysis were necessary to detect small saccades that were often indistinguishable from noisy fixations or hidden by the large variability in saccade amplitudes. Global clustering offers an initial pass on classifying scan paths into fixations and saccades while local re-clustering refines these results, allowing for the detection of smaller saccades and a determination of the transition times between fixations and saccades. Cluster Fix removed the need for determining thresholds and removed the need for any assumptions regarding the arrangement of parameters in state space. The algorithm assumed that individual clusters are of Gaussian distributions since k-means was used, but we did not make any assumptions about the arrangement or size of these clusters in state space. Moreover, clusters changed with the amount of noise and variability found in the scan path allowing the algorithm to adapt to individual scan paths. One caveat is that Cluster Fix still requires fixation and saccade duration thresholds as free parameters. In theory, additional classifiers could distinguish between fixations and saccades without the need for duration thresholds.
We are confident that Cluster Fix can correctly identify smaller saccades because these smaller saccades were identified by finding natural divisions in scan paths, and these smaller saccades occupied different regions of state space than fixations. Visual inspection of the scan paths supports this conclusion as well. Identification of smaller saccades was more difficult when the smaller saccades were surrounded by highly variable fixations in comparison to smaller saccades surrounded by less noisy fixations. Further, identification of these smaller saccades often served to break up longer "fixations," detected by global clustering, into more appropriate length fixations.
A common practice in the analysis of human eye movement data is to operationally define saccades that are smaller than 1 dva in amplitude as microsaccades (Engbert and Kliegl, 2003; Otero-Millan et al., 2008; Martinez-Conde et al., 2013) . Here we did not distinguish between miscrosaccades and saccades albeit approximately 4% of the observed saccades had amplitudes of less than 1 dva (not equivalent to saccade arc length in Table 2 ). We observed that a large portion of these saccades were detected during "complex fixations" in which the eye covered a substantially larger area of the image for longer durations than most fixations. Often these "complex fixations" were observed when monkeys looked at complex objects such as faces and may have included rapid eye movements not clearly distinguishable at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Therefore, we do not know if Cluster Fix is sufficient for detecting microsaccades or other fixational eye movements often observed at higher sampling frequencies (Martinez-Conde et al., 2009) . Future work could improve Cluster Fix by adding parameters or adaptations to detect eye movements that are neither fixations nor saccades such as smooth pursuit. The largest challenge in detecting smooth pursuit would be determining the best way to consolidate clusters. With Cluster Fix each cluster represents tangible aspects of the scan path. Typically, in our binary classification, we find a saccade cluster with high velocity and low acceleration, and this cluster often represents periods of consecutive time points in the scan path. With the right selection of clusters and duration thresholds we see no reason why one could not identify periods of smooth pursuit with Cluster Fix.
For a given subject, parameter values across multiple images were consistent for fixations, and fixation clusters did not overlap in state space with saccade clusters. This consistency suggests the plausibility of analyzing viewing behavior across multiple images using a single scan path as a template. During a practice trial, fixation and saccade clusters could quickly be determined as well as which areas of state space belong to each cluster using a classification algorithm such as a support vector machine. For subsequent experimental trials, for each time point, the position in state space could be classified as a fixation or saccade. With the addition of a duration threshold, these classifications could be used to determine when fixations and saccades occur in near real-time. Real-time detection of eye movements is essential for gaze-contingent experiments in which trial parameters depend on the subject's viewing behavior. Other applications of Cluster Fix could include using the algorithm to determine proper velocity and acceleration thresholds for novel or complex tasks instead of trying to determine these thresholds empirically.
Determining the number of parameters to use is an important aspect of parameter selection. We found that the removal of distance from Cluster Fix drastically decreased the specificity and sensitivity of the algorithm for small saccades and made the algorithm more susceptible to noise. Likewise, the removal of angular velocity from the algorithm produced similar results despite mostly distinguishing between periods of fixation with high angular velocity and periods of fixation with low angular velocity. We postulate that the addition of these parameters may help classify time points properly when the other parameters cannot. Alternatively, these additional parameters may help determine the appropriate number and size of clusters in state space. There is no constraint on the number of parameters used in Cluster Fix though a minimum of 2 parameters, namely velocity and acceleration, would be highly recommended.
When choosing state space parameters, we took what we qualitatively observed as differences between fixations and saccades and turned these into quantifiable parameters. Distance was selected because, during a fixation, data points are compact and close to each other while data points are more dispersed during a saccade. Density-dispersion algorithms explicitly take advantage of this parameter. Velocity and acceleration parameters were chosen because the eye moves faster during a saccade than during a fixation. The angular velocity parameter accounts for the smooth linear-like movements of saccades while fixations appear irregular (at 200 Hz) with position fluctuating around an attended location.
A great deal of effort has been expended on determining or developing methods for determining the proper thresholds for threshold-based algorithms. Even if one threshold is found to be optimal for a scan path for one subject in one experiment, that threshold is not guaranteed to be appropriate for another subject, experiment, or even the same subject on another trial. Our data support the idea that thresholds are suboptimal for detecting fixations and saccades. Velocity and acceleration thresholds are relatively fast and easy to implement but suffer from detection errors. Dispersion-based algorithms can be implemented relatively quickly in real-time and appear to detect the presence of fixations with relatively high accuracy. However, dispersion-based algorithms fail to accurately measure the transition times between fixations and saccades which are extremely important in understanding potential neural correlates of eye movements.
A primary goal of this work was to create an algorithm that would be easy to implement across laboratories for a variety of behavioral tasks. For this reason, the algorithm was devised in MATLAB using commonly available functions. However, this algorithm may be enhanced through the use of better clustering algorithms as well as alternative ways for determining the appropriate number of clusters such as statistical measures (e.g. explanation of variance), visual inspection, the separation of clusters, and stability of clusters with resampling (Ben-Hur et al., 2002; Dudoit and Fridlyand, 2002; Pham et al., 2005) . Cluster Fix requires approximately 240 seconds to analyze 720 seconds of eye data sampled at 200 Hz (MATLAB 2012b, Intel Core Xeon Processor 2.80 GHz with 16 GB RAM). This is significantly slower than an algorithm using velocity and acceleration thresholds which requires only a few seconds to analyze the same amount of data. The two dispersion-based algorithms analyzed scan paths substantially slower than Cluster Fix, but optimization of these algorithms could substantially increase the speed of analysis. In Cluster Fix nearly 80% of the computation time is devoted to determining the number of clusters of which nearly 90% is devoted to local re-clustering. Cluster Fix sacrifices time for a significant increase in sensitivity and specificity. Cluster Fix may run faster by parallelizing local reclustering or compiling Cluster Fix in a different programing language optimized for cluster analysis.
One limitation of the k-means clustering algorithm is that the clusters are determined by the distance between the points in the clusters and the clusters' centroids. K-means initiates with random points and iteratively computes clusters until the distance between points in the clusters to the centroid of the clusters converges. The convergence most often occurs at a local minimum. To increase the probability that a better minimum is found, k-means can be replicated several times. We used 5 replicates for determining the appropriate number of clusters and for performing k-means to cluster all the time points. Occasionally, only poor local minima are found or convergence does not occur in a reasonable number of computations thus producing less than optimal clustering. This produces some variability in the results and affects the detection of smaller saccades since these are less distinguishable from noise. For this reason, each time Cluster Fix is applied to the same scan path the results may vary slightly. If one wanted to be absolutely certain that they detected all of the smaller amplitude saccades, Cluster Fix results could be averaged over several applications. Additionally, more replications could be performed to increase the consistency of the results but at a cost of computational time. Other clustering algorithms may solve some of the limitations of k-means clustering, but previous attempts to use hierarchical clustering were unsuccessful.
Conclusion
A primary advantage of Cluster Fix is the ability to properly detect the onset and offset of saccades. Several neural mechanisms are aligned in time to saccades including saccadic suppression in the LGN (Ross et al., 2001) , modulation in firing rates of neurons outside of the early visual areas (Krekelberg et al., 2003; Crapse and Sommer, 2012) , and phase reset of thetaoscillations (Rajkai et al., 2008; Jutras and Buffalo, 2010; Hoffman et al., 2013; . More accurate scan path analysis may help improve the detection of these neural phenomena as well as reduce variability in data possibly attributable to improper saccade detection. Finally, the general concepts behind Cluster Fix could be extended to the tracking of animal positions, complex dynamical systems, and the motion of body parts. Blue and brown clusters represent time points with low acceleration and velocity. These two clusters represent the two states of fixation (high and low angular velocity). Pink, gold, and turquoise clusters represent clusters with higher velocity and acceleration. These three clusters represent the three states of saccades. B) Representative section of the up-sampled scan path globally clustered in A (indicated by purple circle in inset image). Each cluster represents a different portion of the scan path across multiple fixations or saccades. C) Fixation clusters (red) were determined as the clusters with the lowest velocity and acceleration. All other clusters were classified as saccades (green). D) The same portion of the scan path now parsed into fixations and saccades. E) Following local re-clustering many of the fixation time points were reclassified as the beginning and end of saccades. Additionally, reclassification reduced the size of the fixation cluster and resulted in some fixation and saccade time points overlapping in state space. F) Representative section of the final raw scan path parsed into fixations and saccades. , global clustering only identified a single fixation (red) surrounded by 2 larger saccades (green). C) The velocity profile during this portion of the scan path revealed that the fixation detected by global clustering was highly variable with several potential saccades having velocities just above this variance. D-E) Local reclustering of the fixation identified 3 additional saccades, which separated the single fixation detected by global clustering into 4 distinct fixations. Local re-clustering also reclassified some of the fixation time points near the two larger saccades-initially detected by global clustering-as saccades.
Highlights
Figure 4. Thresholds vs. Cluster Fix
Fixations (red) and saccades (green) determined through Cluster Fix for an example segment of a scan path. Velocity (A) and acceleration (B) thresholds (black lines, mean + std) appear to miss smaller amplitude saccades either due to velocity or acceleration values not exceeding the threshold (purple ↓ #1) or values did not exceeded the threshold for a sufficient duration (purple ↓ #2). C) A 2D state space plot indicates that single-value thresholds may misclassify fixation and saccade time points which may be critical to properly identify the onset and offset of saccades. Note that because velocity and accelerations values were normalized to the mean plus 3 times the standard deviation many saccade time points are located on the edge of the plot. Also, note that up-sampling and low pass filtering creates an appearance of arc-like patterns in state space. The average velocity, peak acceleration, and angular velocity during fixations (red) across multiple scan paths from a monkey viewing 288 different images remained consistent, but values for these parameters during saccades (green) were more variable. Each dot represents the average value for all fixations or saccades from one scan path. 
